MIXED PARADE

A Commentator-Lap-Scorer's eye-view of the race track at the Abbey Stadium, Blundon, Swindon. This unusual picture shows the end of the grand parade before the start of the meeting. Already the Senior cars are lining on the grid in their formation; whilst the majority of the Juniors wait to go back into the pits, Car 599 (Ron Wood) appears to have got himself in the wrong section and is hastily rushing to join cars more his own size. SCRN photographer Ted Hooper came up into the box to take this special cover-picture.
The man with the startled expression is that great East London trial, REG PRYOR (109) who enjoys his racing whatever happens. Quick to establish himself as a top ranking Formula II driver, Texan DICK HAWKINS (724) jumped from 'C' grade to 'Star' status in one month!